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Season 1, Episode 4
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Collision



Suresh finally tracks down one of his father's fabled genetically advanced "supermen." In Las Vegas, Hiro's plan backfires when he cautiously turns time to his advantage at the gambling tables. Niki's mafia debtors use their leverage to their benefit in a more elaborate scheme, while Nathan pays a personal visit to a wealthy Vegas contributor to raise additional campaign funds. Following a tragic turn at a bonfire, Claire's uncanny healing abilities are put to the ultimate test, but according to Issac's paintings, her future could be fraught with even more peril

Meanwhile, Matt's abilities are gauged by a pair of men who seem to know a great deal about people with special gifts.
Quest roles:
Jimmy Jean-Louis(Haitian), James Kyson(Ando Masahashi), Thomas Dekker(Zach), Deirdre Quinn(Tina), Ashley Crow(Sandra Bennet), Randall Bentley(Lyle Bennet), Nora Zehetner(Eden McCain), Matt Lanter(Brody Mitchum), Danielle Savre(Jackie Wilcox), Eugene Byrd(Campaign Manager), Ashlee Gillespie(Lori Trammel), Mark Nearing(State Trooper), Nicole Bilderback(Ms. Sakamoto), Toni Lewis(Medical Examiner), Matt Bushell(Linderman's Henchman), Mark Allan Stewart(High Roller), Paydin LoPachin(Brody's Next Victim)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 October 2006, 20:00
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